BENTLEY
TRAVEL IN ANOTHER WORLD.
Imagination. The power or process of producing mental images and ideas. Most definitions talk about the ability to create ideas in the mind, especially of things never seen or experienced before. It’s why man can create breathtaking works of art. Or write a novel that moves generations. Or build a bridge that is a statement of vision, not just a requirement of geography. It is a word that takes on a whole new meaning when you enter the world of Mulliner. But what is it that will define your Bentley? Naturally, it must be able to devour long journeys while cosseting its occupants in absolute comfort. The interior must be beautiful but functional at the same time.

It should look elegant, yet exude a certain effortless power. Above all it must give its occupants a real sense of freedom, the sense that anything is possible. With a Bentley this feeling doesn’t simply arrive along with a finished car. It begins much earlier, when you first start to form an idea of a Bentley in your mind. Your Bentley. With over two billion potential configurations, the possibilities are whatever you make them. You’ve already started your first Bentley journey. Only you know where it will end.
ARNAGE T. THE MOST POTENT BLEND.

Take a seat in the eye of the storm. Surrounded by sublime handcrafted excellence it is easy to forget the potency that lies ahead of you. The silent luxury in sharp contrast to the power available to you underfoot your right foot.

6.75 litres of energy contained in a masterful V8 engine.

The potential of 500bhp (373kW) at 3,200rpm, with over 90% available from just 1,900rpm.

0 – 60mph in 5.2 seconds (0 – 100km/h in 5.5 seconds).

All at your disposal with the support of a new, state-of-the-art, computer controlled 6-speed gearbox and countless electronic systems guiding every movement. A new Electronic Stability Programme for even more spirited handling with no reduction in stability or safety. Technology that lives for the road without sacrificing a single moment of your driving experience.

Absolute performance. An incomparable feeling.
A brooding presence with the body language of a predator. Muscular lines a clear statement of intent. An individual face in a world of clones. An even more powerful temptation. Arnage T The most potent blend.
In the Arnage R every journey is a unique experience of power, luxury and control: an unrivalled example of the Grand Touring philosophy. This is a place where two very different worlds are perfectly united: Tradition and technology in absolute harmony.

From the flawless leather of the seats to the new computer-controlled six-speed gearbox, both driver and passengers sit in an environment of stunning aesthetics and fingertip control: An oasis from which you can savour every nuance of the upgraded twin-turbocharged 6.75-litre V8 engine. With 450bhp (336kW) at your command, a 0-60mph time of 5.5 seconds (0-100km/h in 5.8 seconds), and a top speed of 168mph (270km/h) waiting to be relished.

The Arnage R is a vehicle that is beautiful at birth and can be made even more so in the eye of the owner through virtually any degree of personalisation.

The Arnage R: Pure refinement, sheer excitement.
ARNAGE RL. DRIVEN BY YOUR DESIRES.
EXPERIENCE A WORLD OF FREEDOM.

The Arnage RL is the culmination of world-class coachbuilding that spans generations. It is a car that takes personalisation to a new level, where the vehicle is a canvas on which you can paint your vision.

With its extended wheelbase, 50mm to the front and 200mm to the rear compartment, the RL retains the classic Arnage profile whilst offering even more palatial comfort for the passengers. But make no mistake, this is a car to drive. The twin-turbocharged 6.75-litre V8 engine, harnessed by a new, highly engaging six-speed automatic gearbox, makes this an experience impossible to resist.

This is also a car for indulgence. The pleasure begins with a specification that already includes touches of luxury such as a bottle cooler concealed behind the rear armrest, reversing camera as well as a telephone for passengers in the rear.*

It continues with a consultation with a dedicated Mulliner designer and account manager, the team who will help create the vehicle to your precise requirements.

Whether it’s a lavishly individual interior or a fully integrated mobile office, this is not simply a case of a few pre-ordained optional extras, it is an opportunity to realise virtually anything you can imagine - all designed and handcrafted by the most skilled automotive artisans in the world.

These are people who understand not only the heritage of Bentley but also the pleasures of luxury in a contemporary world. From fashioners of burnished walnut and fine hides to audio experts who can turn the interior of a Bentley into a concert hall, to specialists who can bring the internet or television to the rear seat.

Ultimately it is impossible to define the Arnage RL, because each is evolved only in the mind of its owner. It is as individual as the person who commissions it.

* Not standard in every country. Consult your dealer for details.
At Bentley Mulliner there is a simple philosophy – if it can be done, it will be. Here there are no rules. Here, truly individual vehicles can be created to your exact requirements, however demanding, unusual, or even eccentric.

It’s our desire to make your already unique Arnage or Azure one of a kind. It’s a skill Mulliner has honed over many generations, with its origins forged in an era where gentlemen specified every facet of their then vehicles – horse drawn coaches. Today that ethos remains unchanged. Unparalleled control of choice.

With so many options and limitless possibilities how do you know where to begin? Guidance takes the form of your very own personal Mulliner Consultant helping to hone your selections. To help create your own unique vehicle.

The process really begins here. In these pages lies a rich selection of features giving you the freedom to hand-pick enhancements to your own bespoke Arnage or Azure with effortless ease. You may even find the inspiration for your very own Mulliner commission or decide to opt for one of the recommended feature combinations.

Whichever you choose – your journey begins here.
We believe there is always room for that personal touch. When it comes to exterior tailoring you have a wealth of additions available to you. Free your imagination.
A UNIQUE UPHOLSTERY OR
BEAUTIFUL VENEER INTERIOR?
OR BOTH?

In true Mulliner fashion, the choice is yours. We can even colour
match your upholstery hide, carpet, or lambswool rugs to your
individual specification. It could be the colour of your favourite
tie, or almost anything that catches your eye. You can tailor the
interior as you see fit. You are in control.

*Arnage only.
**Not available in the USA.
BUSINESS OR PLEASURE?
IT’S UP TO YOU.

How do you intend to use your Bentley? Does it need to be capable of entertaining? Does it need to be a mobile office? Will it need additional facilities and luxuries? Whatever your necessities we will do everything to meet your requirements.

We are here to listen. To bring your dreams to life.
ENTERTAIN ANOTHER IDEA.

Bentley Mulliner can expertly install a variety of audio visual systems should you require it. From DVD systems with LCD screens to the latest communications technology, we can transform your Bentley into the hub of your digital world: an office on the move, or your very own private entertainment centre.

*Arnage RL only.

**DVD & TV system with twin LCD screens to seat backs**

**Power-fold DVD & TV screen stows in roof panel**

**Infrared keyboard**

**Office computer system to rear compartment**

**Reversing camera display**
IF YOU VALUE YOUR PRIVACY.

There could be times when you require more privacy. With the addition of one of our unique style items, you’ll have just that. You might want to consider a partition between yourself and the driver. Or maybe a privacy rear window? Another unique way to personalise your Bentley.
ARNAGE T SPORTS FEATURE COMBINATIONS.

How do you add features to a car that already offers such a potent blend? Simplicity itself; the Arnage T’s Sports Combination packages. 19” 2 piece assembly polished aluminium alloy wheels and quad exhaust tailpipes are just two of the items Mulliner recommends to embellish its undeniable presence.

SPORTS COMBINATION LEVEL 1:
19” 5-spoke two-piece polished ‘Blade’ sports wheel, lower front wing vents and a ‘jewel’ fuel filler cap.

SPORTS COMBINATION LEVEL 2:
Drilled alloy pedals, body-coloured lamp bezels, quad exhaust tailpipes and revised rear bumper, Mulliner treadplates and Mulliner front wing badges.

ARNAGE R FEATURE COMBINATIONS.

We’ve used our experience to devise two distinct packages combining some of the most popular Mulliner additions for the Arnage R. Veneered door panels and specially designed wood and hide covering wheels are just some of the features used to further advance the refinement of your exquisite Grand Tourer.

CLASSIC COMBINATION LEVEL 1:
19” 6-twin-spoke disc wheel (painted), jewel fuel filler cap, veneered door panels, embroidered marque emblems to all head restraints, wood/hide covering wheel and winged ‘B’ badges to waist rails.

ENTERTAINMENT COMBINATION LEVEL 2 - ARNAGE R:
Veneered cocktail cabinet to rear of driver’s seat, document stowage to rear of passenger seat, picnic tables, bottle cooler to rear armrest, Mulliner front wing badges and Mulliner tread plates.
**STANDARD FEATURES AND MULLINER OPTIONS.**

You may have already chosen one of the recommended feature combinations described earlier but you could still seek more. Here is a list of all the Mulliner options available for the Arnage T, the Arnage R, Arnage RL and the Azure to help personalise and enhance your choice even further.

Here, your dreams will be realised.

---

**CLASSIC COMBINATION LEVEL 1:**

- 19" 6-twist-spoke disc wheel (painted), jewel fuel filler cap, veneered door panels, embroidered marque emblems to all head restraints, woodhide steering wheel and winged 'B' badges to waist rails.

**ENTERTAINMENT COMBINATION LEVEL 2:**

- Veneered cocktail cabinet to rear of driver's seat, document storage to rear of passenger seat, DVD/380mm LCD screens to seat back, bottle cooler to armrests.

---

**MULLINER OPTIONS:**

- Mulliner front wing badges.
- Mulliner tread plates and Mulliner front wing badges.
- Bottle cooler to armrests. **Japan only**
- Mulliner tread plates and Mulliner front wing badges. **N/A Japan**
- Personalised treadplate plaques (certain inscriptions may vary across regions).

---

**STANDARD FEATURES AND COMBINATIONS.**

Luxury travel. Luxury choice. With Mulliner you can shape your Arnage RL to reflect your personal needs and desires. However, we understand successful people tend to be busy people, so we’ve created two special combinations; Classic and Entertainment to aid the decision making process.

**CLASSIC COMBINATION LEVEL 1:**

- 19" 6-twist-spoke disc wheel (painted), jewel fuel filler cap, veneered door panels, embroidered marque emblems to all head restraints, woodhide steering wheel and winged 'B' badges to waist rails.

**ENTERTAINMENT COMBINATION LEVEL 2 - ARNAGE RL:**

- Veneered cocktail cabinet to rear of driver's seat, document storage to rear of passenger seat, DVD/380mm LCD screens to seat back, bottle cooler to armrests. Mulliner tread plates and Mulliner front wing badges.
- **N/A Japan**

---

**KEY:**

- Standard feature (may vary across market regions)
- Available as a cost feature
- Available as a cost feature, Consult your dealer for more details
- No cost feature available for customer selection
- Not available on this model
- Not available on this model (may vary across regions)
## Bentley Standard Paint Colours

- Black on parchment analogue instruments
- Twin illuminated rear fold-down vanity mirrors
- Lambswool rug to luggage compartment
- Colour matching of lambswool rugs to individual colour
- Carpets and Rugs
- Rear centre armrest in main hide
- Twin electric, independently adjustable rear seats with easy exit
- One touch open/close window operation (front)
- Electrochromic door mirrors dip on selection of reverse gear
- Electrically adjustable tilt steering wheel with cruise control
- Driver visibility and controls

##杜tone paint combination to customer specification from

- Paint range of 42 (39 on Azure) colours
- Massage seats front (Azure) - - -
- Contrast piping to seats - matched to secondary hide - NCO NCO -

## VENEERS

- Traditional fluted hide seats with coordinating piping - matched to secondary hide
- Burr Walnut veneered companion mirrors with traditional waist rail inserts*

## Choice of real wood veneers (depending on model)

- Dark Stained Dark Walnut veneer
- Piano Black Veneer

## Carpet Materials (only available with Dark Stained Walnut and Piano Black veneer)

- Carbon Fibre veneer

## Air Conditioning and Heating

- Full-sized driver and front passenger airbags** with side impact
- Rear seat centre cushion box stowage - hide (picnic tables must be selected)
- Rear seat centre cushion box stowage - hide
- Rear seat centre cushion box stowage (Not available on this model)

## Audio Visual Systems

- Standard specification may vary across market regions

## Safety

- Multi-function programmable alarm and immobilisation system
- Perimetric exterior and volumetric interior volume sensing for front and rear occupants - -
- Energy-absorbing bumper system
- Full-sized driver and front passenger airbags** with side impact
- Pre-tensioning seat belt system
- Air conditioning system and interior lights activate on disarming
- Central-locking and deadlock system

## Exterior Dimensions

- All-steel monocoque with impact absorbing body sections to rear cabin
- Dimensions and weight (metric)
- Information on the environmental issues relating to Arnage can be found at www.bentley.com

## Specification

- Standard feature (may vary across market regions)
- Flat available on this model
- NCO No cost feature available for customer selection
- Available as a cost feature
- NCO No cost feature available for customer selection
- Please consult your dealer

## More Details

- Information on the environmental issues relating to Arnage can be found at www.bentley.com
- Please consult your dealer
- Information on the environmental issues relating to Arnage can be found at www.bentley.com

## Programmed Options

- Cost feature elsewhere
- Cost feature elsewhere
- Cost feature elsewhere

## Alternatives

- As 2 on veneered surfaces
- Excludes seat covers
- Excludes seat covers

## Audio Visual Systems

- Standard feature (may vary across market regions)
- Flat available on this model
- NCO No cost feature available for customer selection
- Available as a cost feature
- NCO No cost feature available for customer selection
- Please consult your dealer
- Information on the environmental issues relating to Arnage can be found at www.bentley.com
**POWERTRAIN**

- **Engine**
  - 6.75 litre twin-turbocharged V8
  - **Engine displacement**: 6761 cc
  - **Maximum power**: 500bhp / 373kW @ 4,200rpm
  - **Maximum torque**: 738 lb ft / 1,000Nm @ 3,200rpm
  - **Compression ratio**: 7.8:1
  - **Emission standards**: EU IV / US LEV II

- **Transmission**
  - 6-speed automatic gearbox with semi-automatic and sports function
  - **Automatic tailoring of gear changes to suit the driving style (Adaptive Shift Control)**
  - **Centre console mounted gear selector**

**PERFORMANCE**

- **Acceleration**
  - 0-60mph: 5.2 sec
  - 0-100km/h: 5.5 sec
  - 0-100mph: 12.1 sec
  - 0-160km/h: 12.0 sec
  - **Maximum speed**:† 179mph / 288km/h

**CHASSIS**

- **Steering**
  - 3.11 turns lock-to-lock
  - **Power assisted, speed sensitive, rack and pinion steering system**
  - **Steering column with electric rake adjust (memory linked) and automatic easy entry/exit facility**

- **Suspension**
  - Double wishbone independent front and rear suspension (sports)
  - Double wishbone independent front and rear suspension (comfort)
  - **Computer controlled adaptive electro-hydraulic damping system (ARC)**
  - **Automatic ride height control with auto load compensation and headlamp levelling**

- **Braking**
  - Micro-alloy ventilated discs front and rear
  - **Hydraulically boosted front and rear circuits with stability control system**

**FUEL CONSUMPTION**

- **EU drive cycle CO₂ (combined)**: 465g/km
  - **Urban**: 28.8 (litres/100km) / 9.8 mpg
  - **Extra-urban**: 14.1 (litres/100km) / 20.1mpg
  - **Combined**: 19.5 (litres/100km) / 14.5mpg

- **US EPA drive cycle**
  - **City driving**: 11.7 miles (US gallons)
  - **Highway driving**: 20.3 miles (US gallons)

**DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITIES**

- **Wheelbase**: 3116mm (122.68in)
  - **Front track**: 1602mm (63.07in)
  - **Rear track**: 1602mm (63.07in)
  - **Overall length**: 5400mm (212.60in)
  - **Width (across mirrors)**: 2125mm (83.66in)
  - **Width (across door handles)**: 1932mm (76.06in)
  - **Width (mirrors folded)**: 1900mm (74.8in)
  - **Overall height**: 1515mm (59.65in)
  - **Luggage compartment**: 0.374m³ (13.2 cu.ft.)

**WEIGHT**

- **Kerb weight**: 2585kg
  - **Gross vehicle weight**: 3065kg
  - **Front axle weight**: 1535kg
  - **Rear axle weight**: 1615kg
  - **Fuel tank capacity**: 96 litres (25.3 US gallons)

**SERVICE AND WARRANTY**

- **3 year unlimited mileage limited warranty**
- **Service intervals**: 10,000 miles or 12 months

† Top speed attained on closed course by professional test driver. Always observe posted speed limits.

For further information please either contact your dealer, visit www.bentleymotors.com or call from:

- **The UK**: 0808 100 5200
- **North America**: +1 800 777 6923
- **Continental Europe**: +49 (0) 1805 BENTLEY (2368539)
- **Australasia**: +61 1800 772 999
- **New Zealand**: 0800 157 132
- **Singapore**: 6538-0938
- **Thailand**: 1800 444 888
- **Indonesia**: 0018 266 578 71
- **Japan**: 0120 97 7797
- **The rest of the world**: +44 (0) 1270 535 032

All Bentley cars are subject to continuous development and their specifications can change and may differ from those outlined in this publication. The illustrations may show items of optional equipment which do not form part of the standard specification. Further Bentley dealer will always have the latest information. The names ‘Bentley’, ‘Mulliner’, ‘Arnage’, ‘Azure’ and the ‘B’ in wings device and radiator grille are registered trademarks. Valid from 2007 model year.